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ABSTRACT
Face recognition has been widely explored in the past years.
A lot of techniques have been applied in various applica-
tions. Robustness and reliability become more and more
important for these applications especially in security sys-
tems. In this paper, a new face recognition approach is
proposed based on a state-of-the-art classification technique
called Minimax Probability Machine (MPM). Engaging the
binary MPM technique, we present a multi-class MPM clas-
sification for robust face recognition. In the experiments, we
compare our MPM-based face recognition algorithm with
other traditional techniques including Neural Network and
Support Vector Machine. The experimental results show
that the MPM-based face recognition technique is competi-
tive and promising for robust face recognition.

1. INTRODUCTION

Face recognition has received more and more attentions from
computer science and engineering societies. A variety of
face recognition techniques, such as Eigenface, Fisherface,
Elastic Graph Matching (EGM), Neural Network (NN) and
Support Vector Machine (SVM), have been proposed in the
past decade. These techniques have been applied in various
applications particularly for security issues such as access
control, identification, and authentication, etc [1, 2]. Al-
though the existing algorithms are proved effective in lab-
oratory, constructing robust face recognition techniques for
practical applications is still an open and challenging prob-
lem.

In this paper, we present a robust face recognition method
employing a new classification technique called Minimax
Probability Machine (MPM) [3, 4]. Different from other
classification techniques, MPM provides a lower bound on
classification accuracy of future data by minimizing the worst-
case probability of misclassification of the future data only
with the mean and covariance matrix of the classes [3, 4].
This important feature is critical and helpful to construct ro-
bust face recognition techniques since it is able to estimate
and guarantee the accuracy of face recognition applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews conventional face recognition techniques. In Sec-
tion 3, we first introduce the basic idea and formulation of
binary MPM classification which was proposed in [3, 4].
Then we discuss the robust MPM boundary [4] and multi-
class MPM classification employing the binary MPM. Sec-
tion 4 provides experimental comparison between the robust
MPM-based face recognition and the traditional methods.
Section 5 gives our conclusion and future work.

2. ALGORITHMS REVIEW

In the literature, many face recognition techniques have been
suggested in the past decade. Here we briefly review sev-
eral well-known techniques including face feature extrac-
tion techniques and classification methods.

Feature extraction is an important step toward face recog-
nition. The well-known approaches include Eigenface [5,
6], Fisherface [7] and Elastic Graph Matching [8], etc. The
Eigenface approach transforms face images into a small set
of feature images called “Eigenfaces” which are the princi-
ple components of the training set of face images [5]. Fea-
ture of a new image is obtained by projecting it into the sub-
space spanned by the eigenfaces [5]. Instead of the Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) used in Eigenface, Fisherface
suggests the projection method by Fisher’s Linear Discrimi-
nant which chooses the projection directions that can project
away variances in lighting and face expression and can also
maintain the discriminability [7]. And the EGM technique
is based on the dynamic link architecture, in which facial
features are extracted by the Gabor-based wavelet trans-
form [8].

For the classification techniques on face recognition, two
kinds of well-known methods are Neural Network and Sup-
port Vector Machine. As a famous machine learning tech-
nique, NN has been widely investigated and its application
on face recognition can be found in [9]. In recent years,
SVM, a currently popular classification technique, has been
shown with many successful applications in the patter recog-
nition field [10]. SVM attempts to find the optimal decision



boundary which separates the data points with a maximum
margin based on the Structural Risk Minimization princi-
ple [10]. The research work in [11] demonstrated the suc-
cess of SVMs on face recognition applications. Other face
recognition techniques such as face recognition committee
machines were also suggested in literature [1, 2].

3. ROBUST MPM FOR FACE RECOGNITION

3.1. MPM for Binary Classification

MPM is a very new classification technique proposed in [3,
4]. It enjoys competitive classification performance com-
paring with most of state-of-the-art classification techniques.
The most attractive properties of MPM is that it can explic-
itly provide a worst-case bound on the probability of mis-
classification of future data when the mean and covariance
matrix of the data are known [3]. The basic theory of MPM
for binary classification is discussed as follows [3].

Assume two random vectors � and � represent two classes
of data points with means and covariance matrices as ������
	���
and ������
	��� , respectively, where � , � , �� , �������� , and 	�� ,	������ ����� both symmetric and positive semidefinite. Let� and � denote the corresponding class of the data, respec-
tively.
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Fig. 1. Decision lines comparisons: MPM decision line
(dotted red line), robust MPM (solid red line) and a lin-
ear � -norm soft margin SVM decision line (dashed black
line) [3].

Suppose that ������
	��� and ������
	��� obtained from the
two-class data are accurate, MPM attempts to look for an

optimal hyperplane� �"! #%$'& � � ! �(� � � ��)#+* � $ �,��-.� (1)

which separates the data into two classes by minimizing
the worst-case probability of misclassification of the future
data. The decision boundary of MPM is illustrated in Fig. 1
given in [3]. The mathematical formulation of the original
model can be written as follows [3]:/10324�5 675 8�9:<;>= s.t. ? @�A�B"C3� � � �ED $ FD =? @�A�B"C3� � � �HG $ ID = � (2)

where = represents the lower bound of the accuracy for the
classification of future data points, namely, the worst-case
accuracy. Future points

!
for which

� � !KJ $ are then clas-
sified as the class � ; otherwise, they are judged as the class� . This derived decision hyperplane is claimed to minimize
the worst-case (maximum) probability of misclassification,
or the error rate, for the classification of future data points.

After introducing the Lagrangian Multiplier, the opti-
mization problem is turned into the following:/1032LM5 8 N s.t. O $�P � � ��D NRQ

� � 	���S
$ O � � �HD N T

� � 	���SVU (3)

After eliminating N , the optimization problem becomes:/ ? @8 T � � 	�� � P�W Q
� � 	�� � (4)X U Y
U � � &
Z[ O Z\ - # �IU (5)

This is a non-linear optimization problem and can be solved
by convex programming technique. Detailed descriptions
of MPM can be found in [3, 4].

The major difference between MPM and other classi-
fication techniques is that MPM minimizes the worst-case
(maximum) probability of misclassification of future data
points and provides a lower bound estimation of classifica-
tion accuracy of future data.

3.2. Robust MPM for Error Estimation

Although MPM theoretically provide a lower bound of the
classification accuracy = of the future data, the actual clas-
sification accuracy in practical testing data set may be lower
than = . The reason is that the initial means and covariance
matrices ������
	��� and ������
	��] estimated from the training
data set may deviate from the true means or covariance ma-
trices. To mitigate this problem, robust minimax probability
classifier was suggested to estimate the errors in the means
and covariance matrices as follows [4]:^ # � & ����
	�� -�_ & ��,O`���ab- � 	dc<e� & ��(O`���a3-�Ggf�hM�i 	��FOj	 a� ilk Gnm�I� (6)
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Here, the error parameters f�Drq and m�D%q are fixed. The
notations Z[ a , 	 a� , Z\ a , and 	 a� stand for the initial estima-
tion of the means and covariance matrices, respectively. De-
tailed formulation of robust minimax probability classifiers
can be found in [4].

3.3. Multi-Class Pattern Classification

In the above subsection, we have introduced the basic the-
ory of binary MPM classification. Toward multi-class pat-
tern recognition, we construct the multi-class classification
technique by employing the binary MPM classifiers. In gen-
eral, there are two approaches for multi-class classification
based on basic binary classifiers: one-against-one and one-
against-all.

In this paper, we adopt the one-against-all approach since
it only needs to train s binary classifiers for s given classes
while the one-against-one approach needs to train ��t � c<e7uhbinary classifiers. The one-against-all approach means that
we train s classifiers in which each MPM classifier is trained
based on the data of one class against the other & snOv�b-
classes. For each trained classifier, we can obtain its lower
bound estimation of classification accuracy, denoted as =�w .
In the predicting phase, we first perform a sorting of the s
classifiers on a descending order of =xw . Then, the test data
points are predicted based on the s sorted classifiers.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In our experiments, eigenfaces are used to represent the im-
ages. We compare the proposed MPM-based face recogni-
tion with other traditional techniques: Eigen (typical Eigen-
face approach by nearest-neighbor classifiers), SVM (Sup-
port Vector Machine), and NN (Neural Network). The ker-
nel functions for SVM and MPM are based on Polynomial
functions. The robust approach of MPM is used in the ex-
periments [4].

4.1. Evaluation on the ORL Face Database

Fig. 2. A snapshot of the ORL face database for y people.

Subset Eigen SVM NN MPM
1 z|{�U } % ~|{�U } % �]��U � % �]��U � %
2 z|}�U q % � *�* % ~���U } % � *�* %
3 z���U } % � *�* % ~|{�U } % ~|{�U } %
4 �M}�U q % �]��U * % z���U } % �]��U * %
5 �M{�U } % ~�q U q % z���U } % �]��U � %
6 z|{�U } % �]��U � % z���U } % ~|{�U } %
7 z�q U q % ~|{�U } % ~�q U q % �]��U * %
8 ����U } % �]��U * % z���U } % �]��U * %
9 �M}�U q % �]��U � % ~|{�U } % �]��U � %
10 z|}�U q % ~|}�U q % 95.0% �]��U � %
Avg. z�q U y % ~|}�U } % ~ ��U } % ���<U * %

Table 1. Experimental results on the ORL face database

The first face database for our evaluation is the ORL
face database from AT&T Laboratories. It contains �|q�q face
images, including �|q distinct persons, each with ��q faces
that vary in position, rotation, scale, and different expres-
sions. Fig. 2 shows a snapshot of the chosen face database.

In the experiment, we partition the database into ��q sub-
sets, each contains � face image from each distinct person.
We use the � -folder cross validation. For example, to test
the � th subset, we adopt the { nd- � th subsets for training
and z th- ��q th subsets for validation. The validation is used
to evaluate the performance of robust MPM and estimate the
parameters [4]. ��q trials are run in the experiment. Table 1
shows the final experimental results by different methods.

From Table 1, we can see that the MPM-based face
recognition technique is competitive with other state-of-the-
art techniques. The MPM-based face recognition outper-
forms the Eigenface simply by Euclidean Distance and the
NN approach. And its performance is competitive with the
SVM approach.

4.2. Evaluation on the Yale Face Database

The second database adopted in our experiments is the Yale
face database from Yale University. It contains ���|} face
images including �b} different people each with ��� images
in varied expression and lighting. The face images are gray-
scale and cropped to a resolution of �����<����y�� pixels. Fig. 3
shows a snapshot of the database.

The experimental setting is similar to the ORL database.��� trials are conducted in the experiment. Table 2 shows the
experimental results on the Yale face database. We can see
that MPM-based approach is better than other approaches in
most cases. It is again comparable with the SVM approach.

Moreover, the important advantage of MPM-based face
recognition is that it can provide a lower bound estimation
of classification accuracy of future data, which makes the
system robust for better recognition performance.



Fig. 3. A snapshot of the Yale face database for y People.

Subset Eigen SVM NN MPM
1: centerlight �|q U q % ���<U � % ��q U q % z�� U � %
2: glasses �3y U y % ���<U � % ���<U � % ���<U � %
3: happy �3y U y % z�� U � % ���<U � % ���<U � %
4: leftlight {M� U � % {M� U � % � * U * % y�y U y %
5: noglasses ~�y U y % � *�* % ~�y U y % ~�y U y %
6: normal z�� U � % z�� U � % ���<U � % z�� U � %
7: rightlight ���<U � % {Mq U q % ���<U � % ���<U � %
8: sad ��� U � % ���<U � % z�� U � % ���<U � %
9: sleepy z�q U q % � *�* % ~�y U y % ~�y U y %
10: surprised ���<U � % 66.7% �|� U � % ���<U � %
11: wink ~�y U y % � *�* % � *�* % � *�* %
Avg. ��� U � % �3z U { % �b��U } % ���<U � %
No lighting �M}�U � % � * U * % z�� U � % z�~ U ~ %

Table 2. Experimental results on the Yale face database

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present a robust face recognition technique
employing a state-of-the-art classification technique called
minimax probability machine. Different from other clas-
sification techniques, MPM provides a lower bound estima-
tion on classification accuracy, which is important for robust
classification of future data and can help for reliability eval-
uation. In the experiments, we show that the MPM-based
face recognition is competitive with most of state-of-the-art
techniques and is promising in various reliability applica-
tions.

However, an important issue is also needed to address
for robust face recognition by MPM. Accurate estimation
of the initial means and covariance matrices is important
to impact the classification performance of MPM although
robust MPM may mitigate the problem. Hence, seeking ef-
fective and reliable methods to correctly estimate the means
and covariance matrices is important future work of our ro-
bust face recognition.
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